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On Sunday, February 17, 2019, a local retail establishment in Siler City, NC reported that several razor blades were located under the right hand side of several “buggy” handles.

During the investigation of the incident, the Siler City Police Department has established two persons of interest. The descriptions are as followed:

1. A white male that appear to be in his 30’s, thin build and brown hair; this person was seen driving a tan, late model Chevrolet Suburban or late model GMC SUV.

2. A white male that appears to be in his 30’s, medium build, brown hair, thick heavy beard with light mustache. This subject was last seen wearing a bright yellow hat, Blue t-shirt with MoPar logo on front, a dark jacket, dark pants and work boots. This subject was a passenger in the above vehicle.

These incidents may be related to an attempt to shoplift.

Anyone with information is asked to contact Detective Sergeant Jon Murray at the Siler City Police Department at (919) 742-5626.
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